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Prudence – a false dawn
by Malcolm Howard

The concept of prudence is very simple. It merely states that assets cannot be overstated and
liabilities cannot be understated. We were promised by the IASB that with effect from accounts
published in 2019 the prudence concept (missing since the introduction of the IFRS accounting
system) would be brought back.

The initial signs were good. On Wednesday 28 November 2018 the shares of the AIM-listed
Staffline Group plc hit an all-time high of 1,344p for 2018, having been as high as 1,623p in 2016.
On 9 January 2019 the company issued a statement: “Staffline, the Recruitment and Training
Group, is pleased to report that trading for the financial year ended 31 December 2018 is expected
to be in line with market expectations. Revenues are anticipated to be around 18% higher than the
£957 million reported in 2017.”

The trading update continued in that vein with the prospect of continued growth, both organic and
through acquisition. The statement went on to say that the Group remains highly cash-generative, but due to acquisitions net debt at 31
December 2018 was expected to be around £63 million (as against £16.5 million at the previous year-end). A presentation to private
shareholders was to be held on 31 January 2019.

At this date (9 January 2019) the shares were trading at 1,040p, but then they started to fall slowly, going back to 970p on 15 January
2019.Then,on30January2019, thecompanysaid that thepresentationwasbeingdelayedandwouldbe rescheduled.Thesharespromptly
fell to 670p. This statement was quickly followed up by the company advising that the auditors were concerned about invoicing and
payroll practices within the Recruitment Division. Clearly, the directors could not understand what was going on. They said: “The Board
is confident that its policies in relation to these matters are appropriate, given that these practices have been the subject of prior audits.”

The Board admitted that the problem might be serious. They wrote: “However, if the allegations are substantiated this could have a
material impact on the Group and its profitability and until further investigation has been undertaken the Board cannot assess the
potential materiality." The shares were duly suspended.

The note continued that the company had in July 2018 refinanced its £150 million of lending facilities and this was well above the forecast
net debt at the end of the year. What we don’t know at this time is whether reduced profitability will mean breaching a bank covenant.
For those neutral investors not holding these shares, it all becomes interesting.

Is this an indication that dubious practices in the past will no longer be tolerated?

I thought that at last the auditors had done some auditing. Maybe they had discovered that sales were being taken early. But, alas, no!
As usual, they had discovered diddly-squat. What had happened was that an anonymous whistleblower had made allegations that caused
an investigation to take place. It was found that the company had not complied with the 2015 National Minimum Wage Regulations in
a limited number of food preparation facilities, because employees had not been paid for preparation time, which is generally the time
spent donning workwear. A provision of £4.4m was to be made in the 2018 accounts.

On 13 March 2019 the suspension was lifted and within a few days the shares had moved to 840p from their price before suspension of
670p, but still well below the 2018 high.

On 8 March 2019, the Board of Goals Soccer Centres plc announced: As part of a review of the results for the financial year ended 31
December 2018, the Board, together with the Auditors, are working to resolve certain accounting errors, and are reviewing some
accounting practices and policies. It is likely that the Board will take a more prudent approach for the 2018 full-year results and that
the reporting date (previously 12 March 2019) will be delayed.

While the majority of these accounting adjustments are of a non-cash nature, this does nevertheless mean that the company will have
exceeded one of its banking covenants at 31 December 2018. We are in discussions with the bank with a view to agreeing renegotiated
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facilities.

Following this announcement the shares fell 32% to 38p. Then, on 27 March 2019, it got worse: The Board has concluded that there has
been a substantial misdeclaration of VAT, going back over several years. The final value of the misdeclaration has still to be established,
but currently the figure stands at approximately £12.0 million. The company also expects that the VAT accounting policies they intend
to adopt may have an impact on profitability going forward.

The shares were duly suspended.

On 11 October 2018 the Board of Titon Holdings announced that it planned to cancel its shares on the main market and move to the AIM
market. It wrote: The Board considers that the move to AIM is in the best interests of the Company and its shareholders. The Board believes
that AIM provides a more suitable regularity environment for a business of Titon’s size and structure, and provides more flexibility in
relation to corporate transactions and equity fundraising.

AIM is a very volatile market and some who trade on it take advice from what Boards write. So, following the announcement the shares
shot up from 170p to 212p.

It cannot be explained why a move away from the main market often signals stormy weather ahead, but it often does.

On 14 February 2019 the company said that the trading performance in Titon Korea for the year ended 30 September 2019 was expected
to be below market forecasts and the shares shot down from 202p to 124p. But the market believed that this fall had been overdone and
the shares went back to 163p.

Then, on 19 March 2019, the company announced that its profits as shown in the 2018 Annual Report had been overstated by £1.1 million;
this would be corrected in the 2019 Interim Statement. By then, the end of March, the shares were back down to 121p.

So it appears that accounting errors will be corrected (presumably in light of the Patisserie Holdings plc fiasco), but there is evidence that
accounting will be as imprudent as ever. One of the ways companies can inflate their profitability is through capitalising expenditure on
the grounds that such expenditure generates future income. But this is often spurious, as there is little or no evidence that creating such
intangible assets will have sufficient effect on growth. The valuation of intangible assets often ignores the concept of the ‘product life
cycle’. This demonstrates that when a new and innovative product is introduced to the market it will initially grow quickly. After a time,
growth slows, but volumes are still increasing. This is the time a company should sell its product because, after hitting a peak, from then
on it will be negative growth. An example of this is ‘Costa Coffee’. The product was certainly past its peak when it was sold to Coca-
Cola and in the circumstances the Board of Whitbread achieved a fantastic deal. Had this deal not been achieved, then the value of
Whitbread’s intangible assets would have had to be written down.

So the worry is that many valuations of intangible assets are imprudent and it could possibly get worse. In a 2019 working paper the
Financial Reporting Council (FRC) issued a definition of Intangibles: “Intangible factors that are important to an equity in its creation
of value, whether or not they are secured by legal means and whether on not they meet the current definition of ‘assets’.”

Obviously it can be argued that some intangible assets have a genuine value. ‘Patents’, for example, preventing the competition from
directly copying a valuable product clearly have some value, but ‘customer lists’ in a competitive market cannot have demonstrable value
as customers can move away. The concern is that the FRC, based on its proposed definition, will give companies a free hand to inflate
profits.

Now, I have always realised that IFRS accounts were imprudent, but until I visited Hays plc with UKSA in mid-March I had never worked
out how bad it really was. To make this clear, Hays plc have acted with admirable prudence; they are looking after their employees.
In doing so they have demonstrated just how appalling accounting standards really are. In the latest Hays plc balance sheet (half-year to
31 December 2018) the pension scheme is shown to have a surplus (asset) of £19.2 million, so why are they paying £15 million per year
into it?

Well, it turns out that for accounting purposes the value of the investments in a defined benefits scheme are calculated by discounting AA
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corporate bond yields irrespective of the assets held by the pension scheme, sponsor covenant etc. On the other hand, for an actuarial
valuation the trustee negotiates with the company to agree the basis. It usually reflects a prudent assumption for the return on growth assets
(equities).

Clearly, in the case of Hays plc the difference between the accounting method (imprudent) and the actuarial method (prudent) was
significant. Now, as most pension schemes are in deficit, one wonders just what the true deficits really are. In my innocence I always
assumed the pension deficits were based on actuarial valuations. In my view, this is another nail in the coffin of IFRS accounting
standards that are really not worth the paper they are written on.

The Unstoppable Glacier of Government’s Concerted Actions?
by Cliff Weight, Director, ShareSoc

We sometimes see things changing at a glacier-like pace. But once a glacier starts moving it has huge momentum and is unstoppable.

My question is: is this metaphor applicable to the way Government is behaving with regard to business? The civil servants who drive
Government policy transcend the short lives of Parliament. Taking this perspective what do we see? My take on this is as follows.

The Financial Crisis terrified nearly everyone. We stared into the abyss. We were lucky. We are not out of it yet. There were lots of people
to blame.

The Bankers were clearly to blame. They were the first target. Government has sorted them out. The new FCA and PRA rules and
regulations should ensure the Financial Crisis will never happen again.

The accountants andassetmanagement industrywerenext on theblame list.But it has taken longer toget to them.TheKayReview (2012)
laid out the problems and set the agenda. Progress has been at a glacial pace.

What is interesting is the sheer scale of the Government concerted action that is now going on.

We would expect the Treasury and BEIS (the Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy) to be involved and they are.

The FRC, Brydon, Kingman and CMA have been reviewing auditing and accountants.

The FCA have investigated the asset management industry and reported on its high profits, excessive fees and poor value for money/
poor performance.

But there are many other Government Departments involved. One reason is the continuing bad headlines of business disasters, excessive
pay, gender pay and the lack of diversity. This creates a lack of confidence in business from the general public. Arguably Brexit was an
expression of unhappiness with the status quo from the electorate. The Government seems to have got it and is pressing for change from
various quarters.

The Department for Digital, Culture, Media & Sport (DCMS) is working on gender pay.

The Department for Work and Pensions is working on value for money that pension funds get from their asset managers and the
transparency of reporting back on performance and stewardship.

The Department for Environment, Food & Rural Affairs is looking at sustainability, which may impact ways asset owners invest in the
future.

The Stewardship Code is being reviewed by the FRC, whilst the FCA enacts the stewardship parts of MIFID II into UK law and the FCA/
FRC are jointly reviewing stewardship in a wider sense and have launched a discussion paper (DP19/1) on this topic.

Ourown flagship issue is restoring shareholder rights to individual shareholders,whohavebeendisenfranchisedby thenominee accounts
system. There are signs that we may be making some headway, but it is still too early to make promises. However, The Law Commission
Review is planning a Review of Intermediated Securities (in plain English Nominee Accounts, but it will also cover custodians, voting
and plumbing). This is an important first step for us.

Please don’t expect these changes to happen overnight, but there is evidence to suggest that the glacier is on the move and progress will
happen.

We are very grateful to Cliff Weight of ShareSoc for permission to reproduce the article below, which first appeared as
a post on the ShareSoc blog.

https://www.sharesoc.org/blog/regulations-and-law/the-unstoppable-glacier-of-governments-concerted-actions/

